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ON REAL HYPERSURFACES OF A QUATERNIONIC
PROJECTIVE SPACE

By SANG-SEUP EUM AND JIN SUK PAK

1. Introduction

A<; a chuacterizatioa of Qaaternionic Kaehlerian mlnifold QP(m) of real
dimension 4m (m22) with c':>nstant Q-sectional curvature c, we gave the
.existence of a real hypersurface M, which satisfies the cond ition

(1.1) A (X, Y) = ~ g(X, Y) - {u(X)u(Y) +v(X)v(Y) +w(X) w(Y)},

"p153in~ through an arbitrary pJint ani being tangent to an arbitrary (4m
1) -dire3tion at th'lt p::>int, where g and A den':>te the first and second fun
damen.tal ten<;JfS of M respectively and u, v, w some local I-forms defined
by (2.3) ([1J) _ For the hypersurface M we can easily see that its Ricci
tensor Ro satisfies

'(1.2) R)(X, Y)=xg(X, Y)+~{!t(X)u(Y)+v(X)v(Y)+w(X)w(Y)}

by u3ing the G.1U3S eluation of the immersion i:M ~ QP(m) and (1.1),
-where a and ~ are absolute constants concerned with c.

In general, if the Ricci tensor R'j of a real hypersurface M of QP(m)
satisfies (1. 2) for some differentiable functions a and {3, we call M a Q
Einstein hypersurface. When (3=O, M is an Einstein space.

In this p:lper wa shall consider a Q-Einstein hypersurface. In order to
determine a Q-Ein;;tein hypersurface we first introduce a theorem which has
been proved by one of the present authors ([6J):

THiD1E\i A. L~t M be a real hypersurface of a quaternionic projective
sp:z~e QP(m) anl1r:M-+ M the submJrsion w.T~ich is comp:ztible with the Hopf
fi~r!Ltio."" 8 1m +- 3 (l) -+ QP(m). 8'.tPP:JSe on!J of the following conditions (1) '" (3)
which are equivalent to each other is valid:

(1) The induced almJst contact 3-structure tensors {~, cjJ, O} in M commute
TJJith its second fundamental tensor.

(2) The iniuced almJst contact 3-structure in M is normal.
(3) g«l7zA) X, Y) =-u(X)g(<pZ, Y) -u(Y)g(~Z, X) -v (X) g(cjJZ, Y)

-v(Y)g(<ftZ, X) -w(X)g(OZ, Y) -w(Y)g(OZ, X).
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Then .M=Mp?q(a,b) for some portion (p,q) 0/ m-I and some a, h suck. tkat:
a2 +b2=1.

The model space M p~q (a, b) in ·the above theorem IS described in the
following:

We denote by S4P+3(a) the hypersphere of radius a centered at the origin
in a (p+ I)-dimensional space QP+l of quaternions, which wil.l be identmed
naturally with R4<P+V. If we identify QP+Q+2 with the product space QP+l X
Qq+1, then, taking spheres S4P+3(a) in QP+l and S4q+3(b) in Qq+l, we consider·
the product space Mp~q(a, b) =S4P+3(a) XS4q+3(b) , which is naturally considered.
as a submanifold in QP+q+2. When a2+b2=1, Mp~,rCa,b) is a hypersurface
in S4<P+Q+v+3(I) CQP+Q+2. Thus, if a2+b2=1, for any portion (p, q). of an..
integer m-I such that p+q=m-l, p~O, q~O, Mp~q(a,b) may be consi
dered as a real hypersurface of S4m+3(1) cQm+l.

Let ft:S4m+3(l) - QP(m) be the natural projection of S4m+3 onto a quater
nionic projective space QP(m) which is defined by the Hopf fibration. A-s is
well known, the base space QP(m) of a fibred Riemannian. space with..
Sasakian 3-structure admits the induced a quaternionic Kaehlerian structure,
and moreover is of constant Q-sectional curvature 4 ([2J, [6J).

Considering the Hopf fibration ft:S4m+3(l)_QP(m), we putMp~q(a, b) =

ft(Mp?q(a, b», which gives a Riemannian submersion

- Q( Qrc:Mp•q a,b)-Mp,q(a,b)

compatible with the Hopf fibration 'it, that is, ·a Riemannian submersio~

with totally geodesic fibres such that the following diagram commutes:

Mp, /a, b) ~S4m+3(I)

rc1 1ft

Mp~q(a,b)~QP(m).

2. Hypersurfaces of a quatemionic Kaehlerian manifold with.
constant Q-sectional curvature

We first recall the definition of a quaternionic Kaehlerian structure given.
by S. Ishihara ([2J). Let M be a 4m-dimensional differentiable manifold.
and assume that there is a 3-dimensional vector bundle V consisting of ten
sors of type (1, 1) over M satisfying the following conditions (a), (b) andl
(c) :
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(2.2)

(a) In any coordinate neighborhood {D; y"}, there is a ~local base {F..
G, H} of V such that

F"iFi"=-O/, G"iGjh=-o/, HhiH}=-o/,

(2.1) FhiG}=-GhiF}=H/, GhiH}=-HhiGl=F/,

HhiFl=-FhiH;"=G/,

F/, Gl and Hi denoting components of F, G and H in D respectively.
(h) There is a Riemannian metric tensor gji such that

Fji= - Fij, Gji= -Gij, H ji = - Hij>

where Fji = ghiF}, Gji=g,,;G} and Hji=ghiHjh.
(c) For the Riemannian connection f' of (M, g)

f·F·h=r.G·h_q·H·"
J' J' J"

iT ·G·h= -r·F·h+p·H.hJ , J' J' ,

fTjHih = qjFl'-PiGih,

where P=Pidyi, q =qidyi and r=ridyi are certain local I-forms defined in
U. Such a local base {F, G, H} is called a canonical local base of the bundle
V in 0, and (M, g, V) or M is called a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold and
(g, V) a quaternionic Kaehlerian structure.

In a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold (M, g, V) we take intersecting
coordinate neighborhoods D and 'D. Let {F, G, H} and {'F, 'G, 'H} be ca
nonical local bases of V in 0 and ' 0 respectively. Then it follows that in
On'O

(x, y=l, 2, 3)

with differentiable function S."y, where the matrix s= (s."y) is contained in
the special orthogonal group so (3) as a consequence of (2. 1). As is well
known, a quo.ternionic Kaehlerian manifold is orientable.

We consider a real hypersurface M in a quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold
M of dimension 4m. Let M is covered by a system of coordinate neigh
borhoods {D; yh}. Then M is covered by a system of coordinate neighbor
hoods {U; ya}, where U= On M. Let M be represented by y<=yi (x")
with respect to local coordinates (yi) in 0 (cM) and (ya) in U (cM).
Denoting the vectors oayi (oa=o!oya) tangent to M hy Bai and a unit nor
mal vector field by Ni, we can put in each coordinate neighborhood U=
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(2.3)

( i) F//Ba"=iflahBhi+uaNi, FkiNk= -uaBai,

(ii) GkiBi=CPahBhi+VaNi, GkiNk= -vaBai,

(iii) HkiBak=OahBhi+WaNi, HkiNk= -waBai,

4J},cp},O} being local tensor fields of type (1,1) and ua, Va, Wa local 1
forms defined in U, where gba=gjiBbiBai are the components of the induced
metric tensor in M. We have easily ub=ghaua, vb=ghava, wb=gbawa, wherc
(gba) = (gba) -1. Applying F,-i to (2.3), (i) and using (2.1) and (2.3), (i)

itself, we find

ifl/ziflbe= -Oba+UbUa, ueifJbe=O, ifJ/ue=O, ueue=l.

Transvecting F! to (2. 3), (ii) and taking account of (2. 1) give

OabBbi+waNi=CPae(ifl/Bi+ueNi) -vauhBbi,

-whBbi= -ve(ifJebBbi+ueNi)

because of (2.3), (i) and (ii). Thus we obtain

Transvecting Hii to (2.3), (ii) and using (2. 1) imply

-ifl}Bbi-uaNi=g,ae(OebBbi+weNj) -vawhBi,

-uhBbi= -ve(OlBbj+weNi)

because of (2.3), (i) and (iii). Thus we have

OlCPae= -if>ab+vawb, wecfJae= -Ua, Oebve=ub, weve=O.

Similarly, using equations (2. 1) and (2.3), we can prove the following
formulas:

if>/if>I/= -Oba+UhUa, ueif>//=O, if>e'lue=o, ueue=l,

CP/CPbe= -Oba+Vhvtl, vbcfJab=O, CPebve=O, veve=l,

O/Obe= -Oba+Whwa, weOae=O, Oebw=O, wew=l,

.!. b,l. e=f) h+v ub u ,1. e=W .!. bVe=--_1o UVe=Oye 'f/a a a, e'fJa a' 'fJe UT', e ,

o/g,ae= -if>ab+vawh, wecfJ,/= -Ua, Olve= -ub, weve=O,

cp/Oae=if>}+wavh, veOae=Ua, cplwe=ub, VeW=O,

.!. bf) e= _,T. b+W Ub u tl e= -v -.!. bWe= _-h UWe-O'Pe (I. 'f'a a, ffJa a' 'j'e V ... , e -,

f)lif>ae=CPab+Uawh, weiflae=va, O/ue=vb, WeUe=O,
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Putting 1>ba=gae'he, cjJba=gae'he and (Jba=ga!J{, we have from (2.3)

1>b/j=FjiBbiBai, cjJba=GjiBbiBai, (Jba=HjiBiBai,

from which and the condition (b)

(2.5) 1>ba= -1>ab, cjJba= -cPab, fha= -(Jab.

We denote by 17 the Riemannian connection induced on M from the Rie
mannian connection of M. Then equations of Gauss and Weingarten are gi
ven by

(2.6)

respectively, A ba being the components of the second fundamental tensor
with respect to the unit normal vector Ni and Aba being defined by Aba=
gaeAbe, where

17bBai=ObBai+ {j~} BiBak- {ba} B/,

17bNi=;hNi+ L~}BbjNk,

and &~}, {b~} are Christoffel symbols formed respectively with gji and gba'

Applying the operator 17,=B/Vj to the first equation of (2.3), (i), we
-obtain

Bi (/7jFki) Bah+ Fki17,Bak= (17,tPab) Bbi+tP}V,Bbi+ (f7,ua) Ni +ua17,Ni,

from which, substituting (2. 2) and (2. 6) and using (2.3),

(rjB,j) (1JlBbi+vaNi) - (qjBi) (OabBbi+waNi) -AcaubBbi

= (/7,1>ab) Bbi+ (A,eif>ae)Ni+ (f7,ua) Ni_AluaBbi.

Consequently, putting P,=Pj Bi, q,=qjB/ and r,=rjB/, we have

17c<Pab=rccftab_qeOab- Acaub+ Acbua• 17cua=rcva-q,wa- AcetPae.

Similarly, using (2.2), (2.3) and (2.6), we can find

(2.7) 17,1>ab=rccftl-qeOab-Acaub+A,bua, f7,ua=rcva-qcwa-A,eif>ae,

(2.8) 17ccftab= -r,tPab+pcf)l- A,avb+Acbva, f7,va= -rcua+p,wa-AcecPae,

{2.9) f7flab=Q,tPab-P#ab- A'awb+A,bwa, f7cwa="q,ua-Peva-Ac!Jae.

Let M be a 4m-dimensional quaternionic Kaehlerian manifold with constant
Q-sectional curvature c. It is well known (Ishihara [2J) that its curvature
tensor has components of the form
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(2.10) K"jjh= 1(oigjj-oigki+FiFji-FlFkj-2F"jFih+G"hGji

-G/Gkj -2G"jG/'+HiHjj - H/'Hkj -2Hk]Hjh),

where c is necessary a constant, provided m~2.

Let M be a real hypersurface of the manifold M. Then the structure
equations of Gauss and Codazzi

K"jikBiBiBbiBak = Kdcba - AaaA.-b+AcaAdb,

KkjikBc"BbjBaiNk=VcAba-P'bAca

are established, where K"jik=gktKkj/and Kdcba=gaeKdcbe, Kdcbe being com
ponents of the curvature tensor determined by the induced metric gcb in M.
Substituting (2. 3) and (2. 10) into the equations above gives respectively

(2.11) K dcba= 1(gdagcb-gc~db+ifJdaif>cb-cf>caifJdb-2cf>dt!Pba

+</JUPeb-</Jcr!Pdb-2</Jde<Pba+OdJ)cb-OcJ)db - 20deOba)

+ AdaAcb - AcaAdb,

(2.12) VcAba-VbAca= 1(UcifJba-cPcaUb-2ifJcbUa+Ve<Pba-</JcaVb-2</JcbVa

+WeOba-OcaWTJ - 20cbwJ .
We now denote by K cTJ components of the Ricci tensor in M. Transvecting
(2.11) with gda, from (2.4) we have

(2.13) K cb= ~ {(4m+7)gcb-3(ucUb+VcVb+WcWb)} +BAcb-A.-eAbe,

where and in the sequel the mean curvature A/=gCbAcb will be denoted by
B.

On the other hand Ishihara ([2J) proved that a 4m-dimensional quater
nionic Kaehlerian manifold with constant Q-sectionaI curvature c, when m.
~2, the folIowings are valid:

fJjPi-fJiPj+qjrj-rjqj= -cFji,

fJjqi-fJjqj+rjpj~pjrj= -cGjj,

fJjrj-fJjrj+pjqj-qjPj= -cHjj•

Therefore, 1ll the real hypersunace.M, the local I-forms P, q, r defined
by
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V' bPa-V'aPb+qbra-rlfla= -Co/ba,

V'bqa-V'aQb+rbPa-Pbra= -C<fba,

V'bra-V'arb+Plfla-qbPa= -COba'

55

3. Q-Einstein hypersurfaces of a quaternionic projective space

Let M be a Q-Einstein hypersurface of a quaternionic projective space QP
(m). Then, by definition, the components of the Ricci tensor of M have
the form

(3.1) Kcb=agcb+{3(UcUb+VcVb+WcWb)

for some differentiable functions a and {3, where u, v, ware local I-forms:
defined by (2. 3) .

We define a symmetric tensor S of type (1, 1) by

(3.2)

where A and B denote the second fundamental tensor and the mean curva
ture of M respectively.

LEMMA 3.1. If M is a Q-Einstein hypersurface and {3* -3 at every point
0/ M, then U, V, Ware eigenvectors of S whose eigenvalue is equal to (4m
+4-a-{3), where U, V, Ware the associated vectors 0/ u, v, W respectively_
Furthermore, the other eigenvalues of S are equal to (4m+7 -a).

Proof. Denoting by Scb the components of S and putting Scb=Scagab, we
have

Scb= (4m+7-a)gcb- (3+{3) (UcUb+VcVb+WcWb)

because of (2. 13) with c=4 and (3. 1). This equation implies the lemma.

On the other hand, at each point we can take Xh .'., X 4m- 1 which are
principal curvature vectors with principal curvature rh .. ', r4m-l respectively
and form as orthonormal bases. From (3.2) we get

(3.3)

LEMMA 3. 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3. 1, U, V, Ware principal
curvature vectors.

Proof. (3. 3) means that each Xi is the eigenvector of S. Then there
exist only 3 mutually orthogonal vectors X, Y, Z with eigenvalue (4m+4-
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a- {j). It follows that the eigenspace of X, Y, Z coincides with that of U,
V, W. Thus we get the lemma.

We can take an orthonormal bases U, V, W, X4, ••• , X4m- I each of which
is a principal curvature vector with principal curvature a", (x= 1, 2, 3), ri

(i=4, ... , 4m-1) respectively. From Lemma 3.1 and (3.3), we have

(3.4) ri2-Bri- (4m+7-a) =0, (i=4, ···,4m-1),

(3.5) a.,.2-Bax - (4m+4-a-fj) =0, (x=1, 2, 3).

Therefore, at least two ofax's are equal, let say,

Then we may assume that

(3.6)

Now we apply the operator Pc to the first equation of (3.6), and take
the skew-symmetric part with respect to the indices band c. Then we
have

(VcAba-t7bAca) ua+ A bat7cua- A cJ7bUa = (VtfXI) Ub - (VuaI) uc+aI (Vcub-17bUc) ,

from which, substituting (2.7) and (2.12) with c=4,

.(3.7) 2 (VcWb-wcvb-if>cb) + AbaA/if>ea- AcaAbeif>/= (17tfXI) Ub- (t7baI) Uc

- (aI-a3) (qcwb-qbWc) -aI(Acnbe-Abn/)·

By the same method we can also obtain from the second equation of (3.6)

(3.8) 2 (WeUb-UcWb-CPeb) +AbaA/g,ea- AcaAbeg,/= (VtfXI)Vb- (VbaI)Vc

+ (aI-a3) (PcWb-PbWc) -aI(Ac~be-Ab~/).

Transvecting (3.7) with ub and using (2.4) and (3.6), we obtain

(3.9) 17tfXI = (ubt7baI)uC - (aI-a3) (Ubqb) Wc'

Substituting (3.9) in (3.7) and transvecting with ub, we caa easily see that

(al-a3)ubqb=O,

which and (3.9) imply

(3.10)

with the help of (2.4) and (3. 6) .

Similarly, we can also have from (3.8) t7tfXl=(vbt7uaI)Vc,
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which and (3. 10) give

(3.11) al=const.

Therefore, (3. 7) and (3.8) reduce to respectively

(3.12)

(3.13)

2(VeWb-WeVb-~eb) +AbaA/~.a-AeaAb'~e4

= (as-al) (qewb-qbWe) -al (Aee(/>b'-Ab.~/),

2 (WeUb - UeWb -t/Jeb) +A baA/t/J.4- AeaAbet/Jea

= (al -as) (PeWb - Pbwe) -al (Ae.t/Jbe- Ab.t/J/) •

On the other hand, from the third equation of (3.6), we can also find.

(3.14) 2 (UeVb-UbVe-()eb) +AbaA/()ea-AeaAbeDea

= (17eaS)Wb- (l7~s)we+ (as-al) (qeub-Pevb-qbUe+PbVe)

-as (Aelhe-AbeO/) ,

from which, transvecting wb and using (2. 4) and (3. 6) ,

J7.«s= (wbJ7~s) we+ (as-al) {- (Wbqb) ue+ (Wbpb) vc} ,

which and (3.14) imply

(3.15) (as-al)wbqb=O, (as-al) wbPb =0.

Therefore,

which and (3.14) give

(3.16) 2 (UeVb-UbVe-()eb) +AbaA/Oe4-AeaAb'().4

= (as-al) (qeub-Pevb-qbUe+PbVe) -as (AeeOb'-Ab.O/).

Now we transvect we to (3.12) and use (2.4), (3.6) and (3. 15). Then
we can easily obtain

(3.16) al (al-aS)vb= (al-aS)qb.

Similarly, from (3. 13) and (3. 15), we also find

(3.17) al (al-aS)ub= (al-aS)Pb.

Using those relations (3. 16) and (3. 17), we prepare the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.3. If M is a Q-Einstein hypersurface and a+p;t:4m, p;t:-3at
€Very point of M, then U, V, Ware principal curvature vectors with same

constant prlncipal curvature, that is,
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(3.18) AU=).U, AV=).V, AW=).W

far ).=g(AU, U) =g(AV, V) =g(AW, W).

Proof. Since al =const. (see (3. 11», we may consider only two cases:

Case (i) al= 0, Case (ii) al '*o.
In the first case (i), we have

a3Qb=0, a3Pb=0

-with the help of (3. 16) and (3. 17). Hence

Qb=O, Pb=O

-on the set N= {P!a3(P) ,*O}. By the way the set N is void because rPba=O
on N which is a direct consequence of (2.14) with Pb=qb=O. Thus we
have

al=a3=0.

In the second case (ii) we assume that al -a3'*O. Then (3.16) and (3.17)
'imply

from which and (2. 14) with c=4, we have

(3.19)

(3.20)

ale -alVcWb+aIVbwc-AcerPbe+AberPc") = -4ef>cb,

al (alUcWb-aIUbwc- Aclhe+ AblPc") = -#cb

because of al=const. Transvecting (3. 19) with vcwb, and using (2.4) and
(3. 6) , we get

'which and (3.5) gIve

a+j9=4m.

lt is contrary to our assumption- and consequently

'which implies our lemma.

From Lemma 3.3 and (3.4) we have

LEMMA 3. 4. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3. 3, M has at mast
lthree distinct principal curvature at each paint af M.

On the other side, by means of Lemma 3. 3, (3. 12) , (3. 13) and (3. 16)
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reduce to respectively

(3.21) 2 (VcWb-WcVb-Pcb) -2AcaAbepe4= -A, (AcePl/- AblPce) ,
(3.22) 2 (WcUb-UcWb-CPcb) -2AcaA becpea= -).(AceCPbe-Abec/J/) ,

(3.23) 2 (UcVb-VcUb-Ocb) -2AcaAbeOea= -J..(Ac!Jbe- Ab!J/) ,

where A=g(AU, U) =g(A V; V) =g(A W, W).
Let X be a principal curvature vector with principal curvature a and

orthogonal to U, V and W. Then, transvecting Xb to (3. 21) by usmg
AbaXb=aXa, we have

(3.24) (2a-).,) Aca(<<PeaXe) = (2+ Aa) «Pecxe.

Assume there exists a point P in M such that (2a-J..) (P) =0. Then (2+
Aa) (P) =0 and consequently (2a2+2) (p) =0, which is contrary. Therefore,
'2a-).:;t:O at every point of M, which and (3.24) imply

Aac(<<Peaxe) = «2+M) / (2a-J..) ) «P/xe.

Similarly, by using (3.22) and (3.23), we also have

Aac(/'eaxe) 2+Aa ,r. cXe Aac(Oeaxe) 2+Aa 0 cXe
'f' 2a-A. 'f'e , 20'-). e .

Thus we have proved

LEMMA 3. 5. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3. 3, for any princi
pal curvature vector X with principal curvature 0' and being orthogonal to U,
V, W, «PX, <jJX and OX are also principal curvature vectors with principal

curvature 2+M/ 20' - J...

At each point, we can take orthonormal vectors U, V, W, X;, «PXj, <jJX;, OX;
(i=l, 2, .'., m-I) which are principal curvature vectors. Then any tangent

vector can be expressed in the following form:
m-I m-I m-I m-I

X=.xU + yV + zW + I;x;'X; + ,,£y;«PX; + I;z•.pX; + ~s•.()X;.
;=1 ;=1 i=l i=1

Using the above expression of X and (2. 4) , we can get

LEMMA 3.6. Under the same assumptions as stated in Lemma 3.3, if «PX,
4JX, OX belong to the eigenspace V" corresponding to the principal curvature 0'

for any X E V"' then {«P, cP, O} commute with A.

By means of Lemma 3. 5 we find that the only possibilities are the fo
llowing cases at any point P of M.

Case (i). «PX, cjJX, OX belong to V" for any principal curvature vector
XEV".
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Case (ii). There exists a principal curvature vector X E V" such that if>X~

~X, OX do not belong to V".
We assume that exists a point P of M in Case (ii). Fix the above point

P of M. From Lemma 3.5 and (3.4), we obtain

(3.25)

where ri denotes the principal curvature of Xi.
By the equation (3.25), we easily see that only Case (i) occurs when M

is minimal. Using this fact and Lemma 3.6, we have

LEMMA 3.7. Let M be a minimal Q-Einstein hypersurface and a +f3*4m~

13*- 3 at every point of M. Then {if>. cp, O} commute with A.

Next we shall prove

LEMMA 3. 8. Let M be a Q-Einstein hypersurface and a +13 ~ 4 (m +1),
13*' -3 at every point of M. Then {if>. cp, O} commute with A.

Proof. Let r, r' be the two real roots of (3.4). We only consider the
following case by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4:

For any point P of M, the tangent space TpM at P can be written as
TpM= VJEB VrEB Vr, (direct sum), where dim V,l=3, r*r' and dim Vr=s
(O~s~41n-4)•

From (3. 5) , the mean curvature B and A have the same sign. If there
exists a principal curvature vector XE Vr such that if>X, cpX, OX do not belong
to Vr> then by (3.25) we have Br=2(r2 +1)+BA. Similarly we obtain the
same equation for r'. We see that B, r, r' are non-zero and have the same
sign. By the definition of B, we get

B=trace A=3..<+B+ (s-l)r+ (4m-5-s)r'

because of r+r'=B. Thus we have $=1 and 4m-5=s. This is a contra
diction for m=integer. Therefore, Vr and:;; Vr- are invariant under {if>, cp, O} ,
which and Lemma 3.6 give our lemma.

Co~binning Therem A and Lemma 3.7, we have

THEOREM 1. Let M be a complete minimal Q-Einstein hypersurface of
QP(m) and JT::M-'iM the submersion which is compatible with the Hopf fibration
S4m+3(1) ........ QP(m). If a+f3*4m, 13*-3 at every point of M, then M=
Mp~q(a,b) for some portion (p, q) of m-I and some a, b such that a2+b2=1.

Using Theorem A and Lemma 3.8, we have

THEOREM 2. Let M be a complete Q-Einstein hypersurface of QP(m) and
JT::M -'i M the submersion which is compatible with the Hopf jibration S4m+3(I)
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----+ QP(m). If a+13~4(m+1) and 13=1= -3 at every point of M, then M=
Mp~q(a,b)for some portion (p,q) of m-I and some a, b such that a2 +b2=1.

Now we consider an Einstein hypersurface M of QP(m) of which the
scalar curvature R is not smaller than 4(m+ 1) (4m-l). By means of Lem
ma 3. 8 the induced almost contact 3-structure tensors {~, q;, O} commute
with A. Thus, as already mentioned in Theorem A, we have

(3.26)

because of c=4.

Differentiating (2. 13) covariantly and using (2. 7) "" (2.9), we have

-3 {(rcvb-qcwb- AclPbe)Ua+Ub (rcva-qcwa- AclPae)

+ (-rcub+PcWb- A ce1Jbe)Va+Vb( -rcua+Pcwa-Aceq;ae)

+ (qcUb-PcVb-AceObe) Wa+Wb (qcua-Pcva-AceOae) }

+ B/7cAba - (/7cAbe) Aae- Abe17cAae= 0,

from which, transvecting ua and taking account of (2.4) and (3.26),

(3. 27) 2Ace~be+ (B+A) (VcWb-WcVb) - (B-A)~cb=O,

where we have used

Transvecting ~cb to (3. 27) implies

(3.28) B -:Z=-m_+-,--:::,I,-- A.
Zm-l

On the other hand, if we transvect ~} to (3. 27) and use (2. 4), then

(3.29)

A+B =/2-
2 v m·

1
-/2m'

Differentiating (3.29) covariantly and comparing the equation obtained thus
with (3. 26), we can easily see that

(3.30) B2_A2=4,

which and (3.28) yield

A-B
2

Hence (3.29) becomes
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{3.3I) A ca=- 1 gca+ v'2mCueUa+vcva+wcwJ.
V2m

Here, we consider a Riemannian submersion 1C: M -'> M compatible with
-the Hopf fibration ft:S4m+3 Cl) -'> QPCm) and denote by A the second funda-
-mental tensor of M. Then A has exactly two eigenvalues -1/ V2m and
V 2m of which multiplicities are 4m-1 and 3, respectively (for detail, see

{[6J). Hence, if M is complete,

M=Mmf?.l,oC1/ .v2m+1, v2ml v2m+ 1).

Thus we have

THEOREM 3. Let M be a complete Einstein- hypersurface of QP(m) and
_1C:M-+M the submersion which is compatible with the Hopf libration S4m+3(I)
-4QPCm). If the scalar curvature R~4Cm+l)(4m-l), then

M=Mmf?.l,O(1/ V2m+I, V2ml v2m+l)·
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